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Chem 201 Lecture 6a 

Summer’09 

 

Announcement:  Fluoride experiment will 

replace the Cu-ASV experiment for those 

who have not yet done Cu-ASV 

 

The protocol will be posted soon as all the 

typos are ironed out.  Right now you have 

the “beta” version of the protocol.  It seems 

to be quite workable.  

 

Essentially this experiment uses  

 

Ion-selective electrode (ISE) which is very 

specific to certain ions.   

 

The electrode is robust.  

But care must be taken not to damage the 

membrane.   

 

It introduces us to the Nernst equation 

 

The key is to plot E vs log(concentration) 

 

 

It’s a straight line relationship. 

 

Calibration curve is used to determine  the 

unknowns.   

 

Formulas for determining  

(1) ppm F
-
 in an unknown solution. 

(2) % NaF in toothpaste.   

 

The toothpaste sample needs to be filtered – 

use #5 filter.  Gravity filtration. 

Takes a bit of time to do. 

 

OK? 
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Last time: 

1. internal standard method 

2. mixtures  

3. acids and bases -intro 

 

Today: 

0. Complete discussion of atomic spectroscopy 

1. acids and bases 

2. pH titration 

3. Gran plot 

4. fractional composition 

 

0. Atomic flame methods: 

3 types – AAS,.  AES and AFS 

Atomic Absorption spectroscopy 

Atomic Emission spectroscopy 

Atomic fluorescence spectroscopy 

 

 

show figure 21-1 

 

21-2 

 

 

note that the Boltzmann distribution gives 

the relative distribution of an excited state 

relative to the ground state as: 

 

N*/No = g*/go  exp (- E/kT)  where E is 

the diff in the energy levels and g = 

degeneracy 

 

linewidth. = E of a line emission or 

absorption peak 

 

Governed by a) heisenberg uncertainty 

principle:  E t =h/4  

 

T = lifetime of the excited state,  say it’s 

10
-9

 s :  E = 10
-25

J the longer the lifetime, 

the narrower the linewidth.  This is the 

natural linewidth 

 

b) doppler effect:  wavelength = wavelnth 

(7 x10
-7

) (T/M)  where T = temp in K, 

M=molar mass in amu 

 usually larger than the linewidth natural 

linewidth 
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c) pressure broadening: collisions lead to 

shorter lifetimes, increases linewidths in 

same degree as doppler.  Together:  10
-3

 to 

10
-2

 nm widths due to these 2… 
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OK Back to acids and bases 

 

 

Recall that we can conveniently divide the pH calculation of 5 scenarios. 

1) pure strong acid:   pH = -log[H
+
]=-log[HX] 

2) pure strong base: pH =14.00 -log[OH
-
] =14.00 -log[MOH] 

3) pure weak acid: Use Ka equilibrium 

4) pure weak base: Use Ka equilibrium 

5) buffer solution: Use Ka equilibrium (buffer equation) 

 

Note that the above “generalizations”  

may need to be modified at concentrations  

of comparable to that of water 

 

 

 
Weak acid problem:   
 
Starting point is the Ka equilibrium equation:  

HA<=>H++ A- 
 
Example: What is the pH of 25.0 mL of 2.0 
M HAc (pKa= 4.757)?     

HA<=>H++ A-   
M: 2.0-x     x     x 
 
so Ka=10-pKa = x2/(2.0-x)  
=> x2 = (2.0)(10-4.757)  
=> x = 5.92 x 10-3 ; pH=2.22 
(note: volume not important here) 
 
in general:  
 
 x2/M-x = Ka  => x= MKa =[H+] 
 
pH = -logx = -  logMKa  
 
same with the pOH: 
 
pOH = -  logMKb  for a weak base 
 
pH = 14.0 –pOH = 14.0 +  logMKb 
 
For next week: 
 
 
Additional "scenarios" for determining 
pH in “weak” acid or base solutions: 
 
a) Pure weak acid (given [HA]F, pKa). 

b) Pure weak base (given [A-]F, pKa). 

c) A buffer (given [HA] & [A-], pKa). 
d) Pure intermediate form of polyprotic acid.   
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Polyprotic acids: more than 1 H+ involved. 
 
e.g. H2CO3  (diprotic,  pKa1 = 6.351, pKa2 = 
10.329) 
 
The 2 pKa’s represent 2 equilibria: 
 
 H2CO3  H+ + HCO3

-  Ka1 = 10-6.351 

 
 HCO3

-  H+ + CO3
2-    Ka1 = 10-10.329 

 
Note different species. 
 
Summarize the species: 
pKa: 6.351  10.329 
 H2CO3       HCO3

-            CO3
2- 

pKb 7.649  3.671 
 
(A) If we have pure H2CO3 solution: 
 
Treat as Ka1 equilibrium. 
 
H2CO3  H+ + HCO3

-  Ka1 = 10-6.351 
 
(B) If we have pure CO3

2- solution: 
 
Treat as Kb1 equilibrium. 
 
CO3

2-+ H2O  HCO3
- + OH-   Kb1 =10-3.671 

 
(C) If we have a pure intermediate form, 
HCO3

-: (page 184, chapt 10, eqn.  10-11) 
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[H+]=  { K1K2F + K1Kw } where F=formal conc 
         K1 + F 
 
Trick is to note that F usually >> K’s so if 
divide numerator & denominator by F get: 
 
[H+] =  { K1K2 + K1Kw/F }     K1K2 
   K1/F + 1         1 
  
Take –log of both sides: 
 
-log[H+]  = (1/2)(-logK1 –logK2) 
 
          pH =  (pK1+pK2) a lot simpler than  
          2 
So If we have a pure intermediate form, 
HCO3

-:  pH = ( 6.351+10.329) = 8.340 
   2 
This is  pI , “isoionic point”. 
(note: concentration not important as long as 
F>>K1 ) 
  
Buffer:  resists changes in pH when acids or 
bases are added or dilution occurs. 
Contains weak acid + its conjugate base.   
 
Use Henderson -Hasselbalch equation:  
     pH =pKa+ log[A-]/[HA]  
 
Example: 
What is the pH of a solution containing 0.10 
M NaHCO3 and 0.20 M Na2CO3 . 
We approximate the [base]/[acid]: 
 
pH = pKa + log (.20/.10)  
 
Which pKa? pKa1 or pKa2? 
 
Recall:  
pKa: 6.351  10.329 
 H2CO3       HCO3

-            CO3
2- 

 
It’s pKa2 :  pH = 10.329+log(2)=10.630 
 
 
Fraction of dissociation, :     
 
defined as:  A- = [A-]/[HA]F  
 
note that  A + HA =1  
 
the following can be easily derived: 
 
  A- = Ka /([H

+]+ Ka)   and  
 
 HA = [H+]//[H+]+ Ka) 
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How about polyprotic acids? 
 
 H2A = [H+]2/([H+]2 + [HA-] + [A2-] ) ,etc... 
(see pages 191-192) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Amphoteric Acids: (amphiprotic =proton 
donor and acceptor; amphoteric= acid 
and base) 
pH for soln of an amphoteric molec:  
typically amino acids: 
 
Glycine: H3+N-CH2-CO2H: 
 
   pKa1=2.350    pKa2=9.778 

H3+N-CH2-CO2H <==========>   H3+N-CH2-CO2-<===========> H2N-CH2-CO2- 

   H2Gly+  Kb2=11.650       HGly±  (neut. zwit'ion)  pKb1=4.222 Gly-  
 
Determine pH in following solutions: 
 
1. For 0.1M of Gly hydrochloride:  
H2Gly+ form:  
Use Ka1 equil.-treat as simple weak acid. 
 
x= (.1)(10-2.350)= 2.11x10-2 = [H+] =>  
pH = 1.68  (acid form)  
 
2. For 0.1M of sodium Gly : Gly- form: Use 
Kb1 equil- treat as a simple weak base:  

x= (.1)(10-4.222)= 2.45x10-3 = [OH-]  
=>  pOH = 2.61,  pH=11.4  (base form) 
  
3. How about: if soln prepared from the 
middle form?  Solve for isoionic point. 
 
The isoionic point is given by  
 
pI = pKa1 + pKa2   = (2.350+9.778) = 6.064 
     2   2 
This is also the isoelectric point, pHI ,i.e. 
pH @ which species is “neutral”, unaffected 
by an external electric field. 
 
Know how to determine pHI for triprotic 
acid, histidine (see example at right).   
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These ways of solving various scenarios 
need to be learned.  These are the regions 
encountered in the case of titration.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note also that your need to know how to do 
the Gran Plot (p238-239).  Advantage of 
Gran plot over the more traditional analysis 
is that it not so sensitive to the inaccuracies 
that arise often at the e.p.  It depends on the 
change of pH before the ep.   
 
Gran Plot equations:    weak acid vs strong 
base:  Vb 10-pH = HA/A- Ka (Ve-Vb)   we plot y 
vs x 
 
 or, for weak base vs strong acid (as 
in our expt):  use Va10+pH = B/BH+ (1/Ka

) (Ve-
Va) 
 
Read up on the LEVELLING EFFECT of 
the solvent when measuring acid strength. 
 
pH indicators are often used to determine ep.  
Ideally, they are useful if their pKa is 
exactly at the pH of the ep. 
 
 
 
Titration: 
Strong  vs strong, there is NO buffer region: 
 
Strong vs weak, there is a buffer region. 
 
 
\ 
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Example:  What if we add 12 mL of 1.5M 
NaOH to the 2.0M 25mL HA solution?  
Calculate resulting pH  (note: pKa = 4.757 
and that we have a buffer) 
 
 

      HA<=>H++ A- 
M:       0.86-x       x     0.49  
 
        100% 
Assume  OH- + HA ---> A- + HOH. 
 
initial mmol HA = (2.0M)(25mL)=50mmol  
 
mmol HA reacted = mmol NaOH added = 
mmolA- = (1.5M)(12mL)=18mmol OH- 
 
So mmol HAremaining50-18= 32 mmol.   
 
[HA]=mmol/mL=32mmol/(25+12)mL=0.86 M 
 
[A-]=[OH-]added=18mmol/37mL=0.49 M   
 
so x(.49)/0.86=10-4.757=>x=3.07x10-5; 
pH=4.51 
 
Another approach is to use HH equation: 
 
pH = pKa + log{[A-]} 
    [HA] 
 
note that the ratio [A-]/[HA] can be 
determined by a short cut: 
 
 whole “bar” = total mmol =33.3 
 
part of the bar which is A- = 12,  the part 
which is HA still is 33.3 –12 = 21.3 
 
so pH = 4.757 + log (12/21.3) = 4.51  
 
 
 
      
         0         12                          33.3 


